
UM 101 :ANALYSIS & LINEAR ALGEBRA
AUTUMN 2017

HOMEWORK 2

Instructor: GAUTAM BHARALI Assigned: AUGUST 17, 2017

Note. Problems 1–3 have been carried over from Assignment 1 since we had not, as of August 17,
2017, discussed certain concepts required to work on them.

1. In the first half of this assignment, we shall see that basic statements about the real line that
we take for granted require proofs. In this exercise, you may freely assume anything taught
in school about arithmetic in the field (Q, +, ·) and about the usual order ≥ on Q. With such
assumptions:
Prove that the set S = {x ∈ Q : 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 2} has no least upper bound in Q.

2. (Apostol, I-3.12, Ex. 2) Let x be an arbitrary real number. Show that there exist integers m
and n such that m < x < n.

3. Let x and y be any two real numbers, x 6= y. Show that there are infinitely many real numbers
between x and y.

4. Recall that we defined in class the so-called “usual order” on the set of natural numbers N by

(∗) for m, n ∈ N, m > n ⇐⇒ ∃k ∈ N− {0} such that m = n + k.

Show that > given by (∗) is a strict order on N. To clarify: show that the properties for (S,�)
to be a set with a strict order on it — as studied in class — hold true with S = N and � taken to
be > as defined by (∗). (In particular, please do not view N as included in the larger set R and
appeal to “>” on R, since the latter being a strict order is a fact that we assume without proof
in UM 101!).

5. Let {an} be a convergent sequence. Prove the following:

a) If c is a fixed real number, then limn→∞ can = c (limn→∞ an).

b) Suppose an 6= 0 ∀n and limn→∞ an 6= 0. Then:

lim
n→∞

1
an

=
1

limn→∞ an
.

6. For each of the following sequences, first try to guess whether it converges or diverges. Then
justify your answer. If you have guessed that a limit exists, then establish it via the “ε – N
definition”.

a)
{

n+1
n −

n
n+1

}
b) {1 + (−1)n}

c)
{
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4n2−4n+1

}
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